
T
he Chinese government’s current
suppression of rising internet 
protests against its barbaric abuse of
the blind “barefoot lawyer” Chen
Guangcheng raises funda-

mental questions about the impact of legal 
reforms on real life in China. 

The Standing Committee of the National
People’s Congress is now reviewing tens of
thousands of responses to its unprecedented
recent request for public comments on
comprehensive draft amendments to the
Criminal Procedure Law. This revision is a 
complex, contentious process that, even in an
authoritarian state, involves intense lobbying
among law enforcement agencies, the 
judiciary, influential scholars and leading 
criminal defence lawyers.

Yet, what does improved legislation matter
if the police, and the procurators who are legally
required to supervise them and prosecute
criminal law violations, regularly flout the law
with impunity? What can be done when law 
enforcement officials and their hired thugs are
themselves blatant and outrageous law-
breakers? This is a familiar issue to Chinese law
reformers and human rights advocates. Chen’s
case is an especially poignant illustration. It
began in 2005, when authorities in Linyi 
city, Shandong province launched a well-
financed campaign to silence him.

By then, Chen was already known abroad
for his impressive efforts to use the legal system
– as a self-taught layman – to resist the Yinan
county government’s discrimination against
the disabled. This poor farmer’s lawsuits and
legal arguments increasingly offended local
officials. When he used the internet and the 
foreign press to reveal the mass incarceration of
the families of thousands of women hiding
from forced abortions and sterilisations, as well
as some of the women themselves, officials
opened their attack. At first, police and their
henchmen subjected Chen’s entire household
to severe, long-term house arrest, with the
knowledge of China’s leaders. 

When Chen and his wife and collaborator,
Yuan Weijing , still tried to expose offi-
cial misconduct, in 2006 this helpless blind man
was convicted on trumped-up charges of
“gathering people to obstruct traffic” and
“damaging public property”. He was sentenced
to four years and three months in prison, harsh
punishment for such minor offences. Since
completion of his sentence on September 9 last
year, police, with no legal authorisation, have
again made his simple farmhouse a family 
prison, severing all outside communication,
attacking him and violently turning away 
journalists, diplomats, lawyers and supporters
who have attempted to enter his remote village.

Is Chen destined to be illegally silenced for
the rest of his life? He will soon turn 40 and has
the iron will and charisma of a Gandhi. He is

badly debilitated, however, after being denied
adequate medical attention for six years for 
increasingly serious gastroenteritis. His death
in prison would plainly embarrass his captors,
but dying “at home” might appear less sinister.

Neither current criminal legislation nor pro-
posed revisions offer hope of a legal remedy. In
practice the procuracy, the supposed “watch-
dog of legality” imported from the Soviet
Union, is politically powerless to fulfil its legal
obligations to hold the police to legal standards.
Condemnations by United Nations experts and
foreign governments, media, rights organisa-
tions and scholars have failed to move Zhou
Yongkang , who was minister of public
security when Chen was first detained and now
heads the central Communist Party Political-
Legal Committee that controls all Chinese legal
institutions. Popular protests against shame-
less injustice seem to offer Chen’s only chance.

Although domestic media are usually for-
bidden to mention Chen, two mainland news-
papers recently made brief references to his
plight. The internet is a more likely prospect for
invoking the party’s highly touted but normally
restricted “supervision by public opinion”. The
weeks since the first anniversary of his release
from prison have witnessed a surge in micro-
blog protests against Chen’s suffering. Some
were inspired by the failed attempts of disabled
activists to mark International White Cane
Safety Day by visiting Chen. 

But many broader protests reflect wide-
spread, perhaps growing, concern over the 
regime’s lawlessness. Activists undoubtedly 
remember how, in 2003, the internet fuelled
powerful national outrage at the death of 
university graduate Sun Zhigang in
police custody, causing the State Council to 
annul the notorious “custody and repatriation”
regulation that had authorised his detention.

Of course, the party’s propaganda depart-
ment has an equally long memory and is trying
to wipe out all internet mention of Chen. This is
a great challenge to the ingenuity and energy of
his blogging sympathisers. Yet other possibili-
ties also exist. Huge, peaceful pro-environment
“strolls” in Xiamen , Shanghai and Dalian

led to the cancellation of harmful 
development projects. 

At great political risk, some 370 Shanghai
residents just signed a petition supporting
Chen. One can imagine the boost that might
come from China’s large disabled population, if
awakened. Chen once estimated that almost 10
per cent of Linyi city’s residents were disabled.
Foreign protest movements on Chen’s behalf
also seem to be an attempt to emulate their 
recent success in helping to free famous artist Ai
Weiwei from his illegal detention.

Zhou Yongkang and his comrades are un-
doubtedly determined to hang tough. Yet 
reports that Chen’s six-year-old daughter has
finally been permitted to attend school – under
a stigmatising police escort – suggest a sop to
public opinion. Unfortunately, a similar 
gesture towards the daughter of the long-
“disappeared” human rights lawyer Gao 
Zhisheng only added to the pressures
that battered her and did not presage release for
her courageous father. Without stronger public
demands for holding the Chinese government
to account for dishonouring its own legislation,
Chen is unlikely to fare better.

Jerome A. Cohen is professor and co-director of 
the US-Asia Law Institute at New York University 
School of Law and adjunct senior fellow for 
Asia at the Council on Foreign Relations. 
See also www.usasialaw.org
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Wrong side of the law

Like the Japanese tsunami,
flooding in Thailand is
causing widespread death,

displacement and disruptions of
global supply chains for cameras,
computers and cars. 

Yet it’s not even clear who is
overseeing the crisis in Bangkok:
fugitive former leader Thaksin
Shinawatra, exiled in Dubai; or his
sister, neophyte Prime Minister
Yingluck Shinawatra, who has
never managed a disaster. 

The global stakes are high.
Thailand, the world’s leading rice
exporter, has already lost a quarter
of this year’s crop. Companies
such as Honda, Toyota and Apple
are learning the hard way about
the folly of trusting governments
and building factories on rice
paddies in flood-prone river deltas.
Voters in Thailand, as well as
Japan, are angry with governments
seemingly unable to cope with
natural and man-made forces. 

Northern Thai farmers and
urban workers, who voted for
Yingluck to empower them against
the Bangkok establishment, have
seen their homes sacrificed to
preserve elite property in central
Bangkok. They see Yingluck on TV
crying, and wearing flashy designer
boots around barefoot victims,
while Bangkok’s governor, whose
party lost the July election, tells
people to listen to him. 

Billionaire Thaksin brags about
his plan to conquer future floods,
and reportedly tells Yingluck what
to do. Environmentalists, however,
blame Thaksin for profiting from
the dam building, illegal logging,

and construction of industrial
parks and housing estates on
farmland needed to absorb annual
flooding. They remember how
Thaksin’s cronies didn’t even issue
a tsunami warning on TV in 2004,
and after taking power three
months ago, failed to open dams
early in the rainy season. 

Many Japanese seismologists
complain that politicians and
nuclear executives ignored their
warnings about building reactors
in areas prone to quakes and
tsunamis. Experts at the Royal Thai
Irrigation Department warned for
years against building on flood
plains, to no avail. 

Soldiers, meanwhile, have
shouldered the heavy workload on
the ground. Japan’s military
rescued thousands stranded atop
buildings, and exhausted police
officers spent months searching
for the dead and missing. The Thai
military, which ousted Thaksin in a
bloodless coup in 2006, is digging
trenches, piling sandbags and
saving flood victims. They promise
not to stage a coup for now. 

Yet even their efforts aren’t
enough, and few want to see a
return to military rule. Lacking
ample state assistance, citizens are
joining volunteer groups, taking
disaster relief into their own hands.
The world community should help
them immediately, instead of
leaving victims at the mercy of
dysfunctional states.

Freelance journalist Christopher
Johnson, author of Siamese Dreams,
has covered the region since 1987

Catastrophic failures
of inept governments
Christopher Johnson says official incompetence has
only exacerbated disasters in Japan and Thailand 

As China’s economy continues to grow at an
incredible rate – it slowed to 9.1per cent in the
last quarter – its military is expanding as well,

raising concern in many quarters.
Beijing continues to reassure the rest of the world

they have nothing to worry about. Foreign minister
Yang Jiechi , speaking in Denmark last week,
reiterated: “China will remain committed to the path
of peaceful development.” China’s dispatch of a navy
hospital ship named the Peace Ark to Cuba and other
countries was designed to burnish its image as a
country committed to peace.

But such assurances are unlikely to convince
countries in East Asia. China’s economic muscle is
such that it has displaced the US as the main trading
partner of many countries, including American
military allies such as Japan, South Korea and
Australia. These countries now rely on China for their
economic well-being while counting on the US for
their security. But China has made it clear it opposes
such military alliances. In 2008, a foreign ministry
spokesman described the US-South Korea alliance as
“something left over from history”. Times have
changed, he said, and “the cold war mentality of
military alliances” was no longer valid.

The strain that such countries are under was
reflected in 2004 when the then Australian foreign
minister, Alexander Downer, suggested that his
nation could remain neutral in a Sino-US war over
Taiwan. A State Department spokesman contradicted
him by citing the Anzus defence treaty between
Australia, the US and New Zealand. 

Again, when the Democratic Party of Japan came
to power in 2009, the new prime minister, Yukio
Hatoyama, made it clear he wanted to move Japan
closer to China and reduce US influence. The current
prime minister, Yoshihiko Noda, firmly aligned Japan
with the US, and said China’s military expansion and
naval manoeuvres posed a threat to Japan’s security.

So far, China has not openly called on any country
to choose between itself and the US. But it doesn’t
have to. China has made it clear it does not welcome
the Obama administration’s much publicised
“return” to Asia. The People’s Daily website is carrying
a commentary on US Secretary of State Hillary
Rodham Clinton’s article “America’s Pacific Century”
in the November issue of Foreign Policy magazine. It
points out that the balance of power in the region
“continues to undergo historic changes” and, while
denying any Chinese intention of “driving the US
away”, it said “the Pacific should be the ocean of the
people living within and around the Pacific and will
never become a ‘monopolised ocean’ of the US.”

China evidently sees the US as an unwelcome rival
in the region, tolerated for the time being. The US, for
its part, will not accept China as the new hegemon in
East Asia. That being the case, the countries of the
region will increasingly find themselves having to
decide with whom to cast their lot. 

Since the US is the established hegemon, China as
the newly emerging power will be seen as changing
the existing balance. The question is how far China
will pressure its neighbours to recognise new realities
by distancing themselves from the US and bowing to
the new hegemon. All eyes will be on China.

Frank Ching is a Hong Kong-based writer and commentator.
frank.ching@scmp.com Follow him on Twitter: @FrankChing1

Pressure point
Frank Ching sees East
Asian nations in an
increasing squeeze as
China’s military expansion
adds to Sino-US tension in the region

The so-called scandal over
media tycoon Jimmy Lai
Chee-ying’s donations to

support the pan-democrats and
Cardinal Joseph Zen Ze-kiun caused
a stir across the media landscape last
week.

The hoo-ha has finally died
down, except for a handful of pro-
Beijing news organisations that have
continued to lash out at Lai for
obvious reasons. 

The uproar has not had any
negative impact on Lai and his Next
Media company; on the contrary, it
has inadvertently boosted his
reputation as a “democracy tycoon”
and his media product as a
“democracy newspaper”.

In all honesty, it’s an open secret
that Lai and his media organisation
have been supporting the city’s
democratic movement for quite a
while. The reports caused a stir
mainly because they revealed how
significant his financial
contributions have been to the pan-
democratic parties. 

They showed he was the only
non-member financial supporter of
the Democratic Party. Almost all the
party’s donations came from Lai and
he has also been responsible for up
to 60 per cent of the Civic Party’s
donations over the years.

Our law doesn’t prohibit political
parties from receiving political
donations, or require parties to
declare the sources of donations.
The latest news has exposed one
thing: many people have talked
about supporting democracy in
Hong Kong, but few have put their
money where their mouth is.

The real tragedy here is that
Hong Kong has just one financial
donor who truly supports the
democratic movement.

No other tycoons have come
forward to provide similar financial
support; Lai truly is Hong Kong’s
democracy tycoon.

Lai is very sharp and perceptive.
He has benefited immensely from
the saga as other media
organisations and politicians have
turned the free publicity spotlight on
him. No matter what his
motivations are for supporting the
city’s democratic movement, Lai has
no doubt reaped immense benefits
in the process. Increased newspaper
circulation and ad sales have already
made it worthwhile for him to
support the movement. 

Most Hongkongers who support
democracy will also back his
newspaper. About 60 per cent of the
population support the pan-
democrats while the remainder back
the pro-establishment camp. So the
majority of those who embrace
democracy should see Lai’s
newspaper and other publications
as their voice.

His HK$20 million worth of
donations to Cardinal Zen, the
former head of the Catholic Church
in Hong Kong, was also a smart
move given that the outspoken
cardinal is a highly respected
community figure. 

It’s almost certain that at least
some of that money has been used
to support underground churches
on the mainland as well as other
charitable and democratic causes,
so Lai’s donations must have earned

a big round of applause from many
Hongkongers who believe in
religious freedom.

Hopefully those in the pro-China
camp have learned a valuable
lesson. They misinterpreted the
situation, thinking they could smear
Lai’s reputation. Instead, they need
to understand that Lai has strong
public backing and should not be
taken lightly. 

The Democratic Alliance for the
Betterment and Progress of Hong
Kong was quick to realise it wasn’t
wise to continue to lash out at Lai as
limiting political donations to
parties would be the equivalent of
dropping a rock on their own toes. 

The DAB receives political
donations from outside the party of
between HK$50 million and HK$60
million a year. Their donors no
doubt also wish to remain
anonymous. So if they had insisted
on attacking Lai, the outcome might
have hurt them just as much, if not
more.

Unfortunately, the Democratic
Party vice-chairman Emily Lau Wai-
hing was foolish enough to call on
the government to introduce
legislation on political parties as
soon as possible to regulate their
financing. That truly defies logic.

Albert Cheng King-hon is a political
commentator. taipan@albertcheng.hk

A sharp business move by
HK’s ‘democracy tycoon’ 
Albert Cheng says Jimmy Lai’s political donations will also boost his media group

Recent images from Reuters
Alertnet corroborate the
testimonies of thousands of

North Korean refugees –
innumerable people are dying of
starvation in North Korea at this
moment. So what must be done? 

To answer this question
faithfully, it is necessary first to
understand the genocidal nature
of the North Korean system.
Blaming poverty or natural
disasters for the humanitarian
catastrophe is a dangerous
misnomer. 

The former special rapporteur
on human rights in North Korea,
Vitit Muntarbhorn, stated
unequivocally in a report to the UN
that North Korea, which has the
world’s largest per capita military
and the highest military
expenditure according to gross
domestic product, was by no
means poor. He made clear that
the country has the resources to
feed its people and that the real
issue is the military-first policy and
misappropriation of funds by
authorities. 

There is now overwhelming,
verifiable evidence of North
Korea’s systematic diversion of
billions of dollars in humanitarian
aid during the mid-1990s, when up
to 3.5 million North Koreans died
of starvation. This experience is
one of many that have made the
international community
progressively less generous in its
dealings with the regime, but in the
1990s Pyongyang was the recipient
of more aid than any other nation.
A 2006 report from the law firm

DLA Piper found that North
Korea’s discriminatory food policy
resulting in famine constituted
crimes against humanity as
defined in the Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court. 

The most explicit example of
the regime’s methodical use of
food deprivation as a way to
repress and control is the North
Korean prison camp system,
where perceived dissenters and
their entire families, including
children, have been systematically
starved as a rule for six decades. 

But “deliberately inflicting
conditions of life calculated to
bring about physical destruction”
is not the only act of genocide
carried out in these camps, which,
satellite images show, have grown
dramatically over the past decade. 

In reality, every method which
constitutes genocide as outlined in
the UN Genocide Convention is
being utilised. These crimes
include public executions,
systematic torture, state-induced
mass starvation, forced abortions,
infanticide, and the forcible
transfer and imprisonment of
children. 

To save the victims of this
regime, the international
community must now recognise
the situation for what it is: one of
the most devastating genocides of
the 20th and 21st centuries. 

Robert Park is a Korean-American
missionary and human rights activist
who went to North Korea on Christmas
day of 2009 to protest against genocide
and crimes against humanity

North Koreans victims
of a genocidal regime
Robert Park says Pyongyang’s use of famine as a
form of state control is a crime against humanity
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